FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Roy Lipscomb
Director for Technology
Illinois Ballot Integrity Project
lipscomb@ballot-integrity.org

OFFER TO DONATE AN "ELECTION INCIDENTS HOTSHEET"

An Election Incident Hotsheet is an Internet "bullhorn." It's a central outlet where citizens can directly alert fellow citizens to problems occurring at the polls.

Our group has successfully operated our own Hotsheet in the Chicago area for the past seven elections. You can review our Hotsheet at http://hotsheet.ballot-integrity.org/ (While you're there, check out the "Prior Elections" menu on the right.)

We're now offering to clone our Hotsheet by other groups—\textbf{at absolutely no cost}. We're doing this as a means to help realize our vision: elections that are accurate, transparent, and unquestionably fair.

Here's our proposal:

- **Our group**—
  - Creates and customizes a Hotsheet specifically for your locale.
  - Adds your group's logo and branding information.
  - Provides you with a sample press release.
  - Manages and hosts the Hotsheet.
  - Gets the Hotsheet up and running in a few hours.
  - Provides all other reasonable services at no cost.

- **Your group**—
  - Sends us the phone numbers and email addresses needed to customize your Hotsheet.
  - Describes what other customizations you'd like.
  - Handles all promotion and publicity.
  - Responds to Hotsheet reports if needed.
Want to take one for a spin? Try our sample Hotsheet at http://ballot-integrity.org/sample/

For more info, email us at contact@ballot-integrity.org

And please tell others about our offer.

Regards,

Roy Lipscomb  
Director for Technology  
Illinois Ballot Integrity Project  
lipscomb@ballot-integrity.org

P.S. Don't worry, the Hotsheet is simple to use!

• **It's simple for visitors.**
  
o To submit a report, the visitor clicks on **Post**, enters the report, then clicks **Post Comment**.

  o To read the reports, the visitor clicks on **Read**...

  o Anonymous reports are welcome.

• **It's simple for moderators.**
  
o To reply to a report, the moderator clicks on **Post**, enters the reply, then clicks **Post Comment**.

  o If any other tasks are needed, we'll perform them.

Write us today and we'll get your Hotsheet up and running for early voting!

###